Rana Chatterjee
Rana Chatterjee is an excellent and versatile singer. He has performed in all over India and abroad and
has performed a record fourteen consecutive shows in Dubai for LAMHE,besides many other countries
like UK, UAE,South Africa etc. He has received a tremendous appreciation for his singing for Mohammad
Rafi, Manna Dey, Kishore Kumar, Mukesh and likes. He has performed with Bollywood celebrities like
Amitabh Bachhan, Manna Dey, Kavitha Krishnamurthy, Udit Narayan, Sudesh Bhosle etc. He had
performed for ABP MAJA TV Channel. Has sung many jingles and given playback in Bengali movies.

Sangeeta Melekar
Sangeeta is a is a versatile singer singing for more than twenty five years. She had sung as a guest artist
in Zee TV's SAREGAM as a guest performer at very young age. She has performed all over India and
has performed abroad for many countries. She has also performed in U.S. for eight years and in Dubai for
fourteen consecutive years with Rana Chatterjee for LAMHE. She too had a chance to perform in
presence of Asha Bhosle, Sudha Malhotra and Kavitha Krishnamurthy.

Piyush Bhatt
Piyushkumar is competent in playing various Musical Instruments. He has over 30 years of experience of
performing in all over the world, for the clients like All India Radio - Akashvani, Government of Gujarat,
Municipal Corporation of Vadodara, Weston Railway, GEDA, GEB, GIPCL, IOCL, Petrophills, Reliance
Ltd, GSFC, Various High Schools, and Universities etc. Piyushkumar has good command in operating
Electronics musical Gadgets, frequency modulators and knowledge of editing and developing Sounds on
so many software platforms, he known as “The Gadgets Man”…in the music world. Besides that he plays
Melody Synthesizer, Keyboards, Guitar, accordion, harmonium, piano, harmonica etc… Also can play
drums, chonga, conga-tumba-bonga, tabla, dholak-dhol, duff, bi-stones, matuki, Djembe, octopod etc...
All types of Percussion Instruments. He has given music direction in Gujarati films, audio/video albums,
worked with various celebrities of Bollywood & music arrangements for TV channels. And on all of that,
he has done Masters in science with “solid state physics”.

Daxesh Patel
Daxesh plays all percussion instruments like Tabla, Dhol, Dholak, Pakhavaj, Duff, etc. Daxesh has
performed all over India and abroad Also played tabla and percussion instruments for many Audio and
video albums with Anup Jalota and other dignitaries. Winner of All India Music contest (2009) organized
by Akhil Bhartiya Sanskrutik Sangh Pune, Maharashtra..He got 2 Gold Medals in Tabla from M.S.
University…

Jaykumar Natu
Jaykumar is an excellent rhythmist and percussion player, and can play any percussion instruments and
rhythm including Octopod, Drums, Thumba, Kongo, bongo,Pakhawaj, Dholak, Tabla, etc. Jaykumar has
performed all over India and abroad nearly twenty five hundred shows with Meghdoot Melodies Club,
Government of Gujarat,Rotary Club, ONGC, Municipal Corporation of Vadodara, western Railways,
Reliance Ltd. Income Tax Dep't. Vadodara, I P C L, Gujarat Refinery, Petrofils, and Vibhavari &
Group. Performed in presence of many Bollywood personalities like Khaiyyam, Ravi, Kalyanji-Anandji,
Nadim & Shravan and Pritamji. Accompanied many playback singers like Shabbir Kumar, Mohammad
Aziz, Richa Sharma, Bappi Lahiri, Kapil Sharma etc…Rhythm arrangements in Live shows, Concerts and
Recording in Studios

